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                              diviser
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                                Abstract
  In this poster, I explain about the structure of projective bundles with nef normalized tautologicul divisor.
  DefiRitlok ef normalized tantelogical diviser
X sm. pr ol. var. / le k S:vect. bdle of rank r,
x Px(S)-ÅrX pre3ectzvziatzon es:tautoi.dzv.
   (O) As Cs - -7r'(det(g)) norm. taut. dzv.
 rAe rCe-#*(det(S)) -K.:rel.anti-can.div.
  Prob!em
Study the structure of projective space bundles with nef
normalized tautological divisor.
    Ample case, Kollir-Miyaoka-Mori [KMM]
 r Y -" X gen.srnooth mor. =År -K. not ample
 ln particu}ar, AE ealtnot be ample.
  Nef and big case, Theorem2
IfAs is nef aj, As ca,nnot be big.
'Ilrivial exampie (As is semiampie)
If E :! Ok, then rAs = p"(-Kpr-i) is basepoint-free where
p : Px(g) cr- X Å~ IIirc-i --År lgr-i i$ the secoxxd projectiolt.
          Semiample case, Theorem2
  1. char(k) Oand Ae is semiample
    =År if X' ---} X finite etale morphism
    s.t. f'8 is triviai up to twist by some }me bufid}e.
  2. char(k) År O and As is semiarnple
    =År ]f X'-X fuitesurj. mer. frem Rcrmal
    var.
    s.t. f'8 is trivial up to twist by some lme bundle.
    Nef case 1, Miyaoka [M], Nakayama [N]
X d-dim. sm.prej var./Åë, S:vect. bdie of ranfe r,
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
l. As ls Bef
2. 8 is A-semistable and
             2r
                c2(s)).Ad-2 e
     (c2(8) -
            r-1
  for an ample divisor A
3.
     g Se C Si C ••• C Si S filt.ef subbdles.
  s.t. 8i/8iwwi a[re induced from a repre. 7r"z(X) --e,
  PU(r) and pa(SY8t-D are num. equiv. to pa(Åí)
  ci(S)/rank(Åí) for any i.
.Ica 1
Corollary. X, S as above.
1. Assume thatX is simply connected andAs is nef Then
  g is ttivigg up te twist by a iine 5%ndge.
2. Assume that Px(8) is log Fano and As is nef. Then X
  is log lkno and Px (S) :: X Å~ IP"-i.
            Nef case 2, Theorem3
 X d--dzm.sm.pro3'.var.ofpos.char.
 S:vect. bdie of ranfo r,
 Then the following conditions are equivalent:
  l. AÅí is Ref
  2. 8 is strongly A-sernistable and
              2r
                 c?(g)).Adww2 o
      (e2(E) -
             r-1
   for an ample divisor A
Remark. This is proved by Y. Miyaoka[M] in the curve case
and A. Langer[L] iR the case where det(S) is trivial.
Coroliary. Let S be a KS surface or an Enriquas surfaee
then sts is not nof.
          TangeRt bukdle, Theorem4
  1. Ar. is nef =År X contains no rational curvei
  2. S sm. proj. surf. /C. If AT. nef
    =s} -f A - S 6tale covering from abelian surface
   A.
Remark. This is proved by I. Biswas[B] independently and
recently proved by P. Jahnke and I. Radloff ln arbitTary
dimensien.
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